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The TRED Threaded Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. The unique design will mount up to four TRED GT, HD or PRO model 
recovery boards or two of the TRED 800/1100 model recovery boards. 2 to 4 pins required depending on 
your installation, mounting location, and brackets.

The TRED Quick Release Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. Stainless steel M6 19mm stepped washer for ease of fitment into other 
manufacturers mounting brackets and plates. Depending on your installation, mounting location, and brackets 
used you may require four pins for optimum security and stability. 

Made from high-quality materials and designed for strength, durability and ease-of-use. Made 
with Cordura lining, light internal padding throughout, a twin zipper, uncomfortable rubber grip 
handles that red GT storage bag is the perfect size to fit your TRED GT levelling pack gear. 

The TRED GT Recovery Gear Bag is light-weight, durable and versatile, designed to 
store a variety of Recovery Gear including Kinetic Rope, Soft Shackle, Recovery Hitch, 
Wheel Chocks and more. Rope loop points allow the bag to be used as a recovery 
dampener, and soft-grip handlesand internal webbing and expansion zipper.

The TRED Mounting Baseplate makes the installation of Recovery Boards easier,  
and more secure due to the pin location slots, recesses and covers within the Baseplate 
design. The recessed slots on the front face of the baseplate have been set for correct 
alignment of the TRED Mounting Pins* to align with the Recovery Boards mounting pattern.

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

STORAGE BAGS

TRED GT RECOVERY BOARD STORAGE BAG - TRBSB  0404 8911

TRED GT RECOVERY GEAR BAG (SET) - TRGB  0404 8894 

TRED 115mm MOUNTING PINS WITH NUT (PAIR) - T2SP115  0186 0722

TRED MOUNTING BASE PLATE (TWIN PIN) - TMBP01  0186 0773

TRED QUICK RELEASE MOUNTING PINS 113mm (PAIR) - T2QRMP  0396 1837

TRED STORAGE BAG MEDIUM - TSBM  0396 1633

The TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag is perfectly designed 
to fit TRED Pro, HD or GT Recovery Boards. With a handy 
expansion zipper, the TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag can 
be down/upsized to accommodate up to 4 boards. 

take your adventures 
to the next level

MOUNTING AND STORAGE GEAR TO YOUR TRED RECOVERY 
BOARDS AND ACCESSORIES

The TRED Threaded Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. The unique design will mount up to four TRED GT, HD or PRO model 
recovery boards or two of the TRED 800/1100 model recovery boards. 2 to 4 pins required depending on 
your installation, mounting location, and brackets.

The TRED Quick Release Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. Stainless steel M6 19mm stepped washer for ease of fitment into other 
manufacturers mounting brackets and plates. Depending on your installation, mounting location, and brackets 
used you may require four pins for optimum security and stability. 

Made from high-quality materials and designed for strength, durability and ease-of-use. Made 
with Cordura lining, light internal padding throughout, a twin zipper, uncomfortable rubber grip 
handles that red GT storage bag is the perfect size to fit your TRED GT levelling pack gear. 

The TRED GT Recovery Gear Bag is light-weight, durable and versatile, designed to 
store a variety of Recovery Gear including Kinetic Rope, Soft Shackle, Recovery Hitch, 
Wheel Chocks and more. Rope loop points allow the bag to be used as a recovery 
dampener, and soft-grip handlesand internal webbing and expansion zipper.

The TRED Mounting Baseplate makes the installation of Recovery Boards easier,  
and more secure due to the pin location slots, recesses and covers within the Baseplate 
design. The recessed slots on the front face of the baseplate have been set for correct 
alignment of the TRED Mounting Pins* to align with the Recovery Boards mounting pattern.

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

STORAGE BAGS

TRED GT RECOVERY BOARD STORAGE BAG - TRBSB  xxx

TRED GT RECOVERY GEAR BAG (SET) - TRGB  xxx

TRED 115mm MOUNTING PINS WITH NUT (PAIR) - T2SP115  01860722

TRED MOUNTING BASE PLATE (TWIN PIN) - TMBP01  01860773

TRED QUICK RELEASE MOUNTING PINS 113mm (PAIR) - T2QRMP  03961837

TRED STORAGE BAG MEDIUM - TSBM  03961633

The TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag is perfectly designed 
to fit TRED Pro, HD or GT Recovery Boards. With a handy 
expansion zipper, the TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag can 
be down/upsized to accommodate up to 4 boards. 
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RECOVERY

STORAGE BOXES

The most advanced and gold standard all-in-one off-road vehicle recovery board designed 
for the serious adventurer who eats, sleeps, and breathes exploring. Made from a high-
quality custom blend engineered nylon and enhanced with EXOTRED™ technology our 
unique patented dual composite construction, offers superior durability, grip and strength.

The ultimate compact recovery board for compact vehicles, trailers and caravans without compromising 
performance or strength. Made from a high-quality custom blend engineered nylon, offering exceptional 
durability, exceptional grip and superior strength. 

The ultimate recovery board for the off-road enthusiast whose trips demand exceptional quality. Made 
from a high-quality custom blend engineered nylon, offering exceptional durability, exceptional grip 
and superior strength. Made for year round use in temperatures from -15°C (5°F) to 70°C (158°F).

The TRED GT Storage Box has been meticulously designed to keep all your gear safe, dry, 
and secure. With the multi-directional opening lid, BBQ feet recesses, weather-resistant 
seal, bottle opener storage, integrated screw bosses, tie-down points, and TRED Link lid 
connectivity. Two sizes, perfectly designed for stacking.

9,000KG GT SOFT SHACKLE - TR9TSS  0396 1752
15,000KG GT SOFT SHACKLE - TR15TSS  0396 1769

Designed to be safer, lighter and easier to use alternative to metal shackles. Available in 
9,000 / 15,000KG min breaking strength, combined with Technora binding for cut resistance.

Pull your stranded vehicle free  using Kinetic energy. The TRED GT Kinetic rope comes in 
8,200 / 12,500KG minimum breaking strength - 9m long, made from highly durable vinyl 
polymer-coated eyelets for extra protection to critical parts.

8200KG GT KINETIC ROPE - TR8KR  0396 1786
12,500KG GT KINETIC ROPE - TR12KR  0396 1803

It’s never been easier to safely and securely prevent your vehicle, caravan or trailer from moving. The cleverly 
designed TRED Wheel Chocks, which are incredibly light and strong, and nest together for easy storage.

TRED GT WHEEL CHOCK GREEN - TGTWCGR  0186 0688 
TRED GT WHEEL CHOCK BLACK - TGTWCBK  0186 0705 

TRED PRO GREEN - TREDPROGR  0186 0586 
TRED PRO GUN METAL GREY - TREDPROGG  0186 0569

TRED PRO BLUE - TREDPROBU  0186 0603 
TRED PRO RED - TREDPROR  0186 0620

TRED HD BLACK - TREDHDBK  0186 0552 
TRED HD RED - TREDHDR  0396 1463 

TRED HD SILVER - TREDHDSI  0396 1480

TRED HD COMPACT FLURO GREEN - TREDCPHDGR  0396 1565
TRED HD COMPACT BLACK - TREDCPHDBK  0396 1582

TRED HD COMPACT RED - TREDCPHDR  0396 1599

TRED STORAGE BOX 25L - GREY WITH GREEN - T54SBSG  0396 1718
TRED STORAGE BOX 65L - GREY WITH GREEN - T54SBMG  0396 1735

take your adventures 
to the next level

MOUNTING AND STORAGE GEAR TO YOUR TRED RECOVERY 
BOARDS AND ACCESSORIES

The TRED Threaded Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. The unique design will mount up to four TRED GT, HD or PRO model 
recovery boards or two of the TRED 800/1100 model recovery boards. 2 to 4 pins required depending on 
your installation, mounting location, and brackets.

The TRED Quick Release Mounting Pins are designed to easily and securely mount your recovery boards 
to your vehicle, trailer or caravan. Stainless steel M6 19mm stepped washer for ease of fitment into other 
manufacturers mounting brackets and plates. Depending on your installation, mounting location, and brackets 
used you may require four pins for optimum security and stability. 

Made from high-quality materials and designed for strength, durability and ease-of-use. Made 
with Cordura lining, light internal padding throughout, a twin zipper, uncomfortable rubber grip 
handles that red GT storage bag is the perfect size to fit your TRED GT levelling pack gear. 

The TRED GT Recovery Gear Bag is light-weight, durable and versatile, designed to 
store a variety of Recovery Gear including Kinetic Rope, Soft Shackle, Recovery Hitch, 
Wheel Chocks and more. Rope loop points allow the bag to be used as a recovery 
dampener, and soft-grip handlesand internal webbing and expansion zipper.

The TRED Mounting Baseplate makes the installation of Recovery Boards easier,  
and more secure due to the pin location slots, recesses and covers within the Baseplate 
design. The recessed slots on the front face of the baseplate have been set for correct 
alignment of the TRED Mounting Pins* to align with the Recovery Boards mounting pattern.

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

STORAGE BAGS

TRED GT RECOVERY BOARD STORAGE BAG - TRBSB  xxx

TRED GT RECOVERY GEAR BAG (SET) - TRGB  xxx

TRED 115mm MOUNTING PINS WITH NUT (PAIR) - T2SP115  01860722

TRED MOUNTING BASE PLATE (TWIN PIN) - TMBP01  01860773

TRED QUICK RELEASE MOUNTING PINS 113mm (PAIR) - T2QRMP  03961837

TRED STORAGE BAG MEDIUM - TSBM  03961633

The TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag is perfectly designed 
to fit TRED Pro, HD or GT Recovery Boards. With a handy 
expansion zipper, the TRED Recovery Board Storage Bag can 
be down/upsized to accommodate up to 4 boards. 


